YHWH Warriors: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
The Dream
In this dream received on the 26th of May 2012, there were five YHWH Warriors who
while sleeping gathered together in a 'dream world' to war against evil. I was among them as
their leader.
Strangely, there was also a UFO in which we
traveled in together to different places around the
universe. Since our bodies were left at home in bed, this
flying saucer was likely not a physical one but one
existing in a spiritual dimension. It was not powered by
any engine but only by the five of us who held hands in a
circle in the center of the craft and just thought on where
we wanted to go and we were instantly there. We were
able to go anywhere in the universe instantly because
the restrictive laws of the physical 3rd dimensional world
did not effect us.
Armor
We did wear articulated plate body armor but the armor was very thin yet invincible. I
can only assume it was the spiritual Armor of God made by God for spiritual beings at war
that could be literally seen when viewed in the spiritual realm.
What was amazing in this dream is that whenever we arrived at a place for battle
where evil was raging, the enemy would simply give themselves to flight and leave the scene.
We were not able to be everywhere at once so there still were many battles that needed to be
fought that we could not be there to fight.
Special Ops Teams
I woke up realizing that there is a great need for many such 'special-ops' teams of
Dream Warriors to be formed who are willing to seek YHWH to train them to become effective
warriors to be available to be sent out as they slept to battle evil all over the universe in
league with the angels of YHWH.
Our training for this mission is in the physical 3rd dimensional world as we learn to
daily put on the armor of God and remedy all sin through the Cross of Y'Shua so we might
confess as Y'Shua did, “Satan comes but has nothing in me.
As we forgive, then can the forgiveness power of the shed blood of Y'Shua be effective
in our lives and free us from the curse (bondage and slavery) of sin. If we do not forgive all,
we remain in bondage and under the curse where Satan can then overcome us in battle.
As the Scriptures reveal to us, “They overcame the devil by the blood of the lamb AND
the word of their testimony.” The word of our testimony is in part a forgiveness toward all and
right living.

